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"There is a rustling and a murmuring in the dry bones of
the academy and a whispering of new voices in its still,
quiet places

So, listen carefully. Listen, and you will hear it."

JOANNA KIDMAN
Kidman, J. (2019) ‘Comparatively Speaking: Notes On Decolonising
Research’, International Education Journal: Comparative
Perspectives, 17(4), pp. 1–10.
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Ankna Arockiam and

Uchenna Ngwe formed Shared Narratives in

2020 as a way to support and highlight the work of researchers of
colour

who

work

predominantly

in

the

performing

arts.

Shared

Narratives aims to create a platform for academic voices that are
often hidden, particularly in conservatoire and university settings.

Conceived
conference

as

an

will

online

provide

event
an

from

the

opportunity

outset,
for

this

sharing

second
research

produced by researchers of colour while developing a collaborative
networking space for us as academics and practitioners.

The

conference

is

kindly

supported

by

Trinity

Laban,

Royal

Conservatoire of Scotland, the Athenaeum Award and the Centre
for Black Studies, University of Nottingham.
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Programme

WEDNESDAY

CHAIR - ANKNA AROCKIAM

15:00
WELCOME

15:10
JAIME DIAZ

SHAME IN MY SCORES: RACISM, ABLEISM, AND
TRAUMA IN MY COMPOSITIONAL PROCESS
ISHAYA YARISON

ART MUSIC, MIGRANTS, AND MENTAL HEALTH IN
“SANCTUARY,”
HANNAH ROBBINS

REFLECTIONS ON BLACKNESS AND RELIGION IN
THE MUSICAL

16:10
Q&A

16:30
BREAK

16:45
PANEL DISCUSSION - APPROACHES TO HEALTH
AND WELLBEING IN PERFORMING ARTS RESEARCH
PANEL - LAUREN NICOLE WHITTER, SHIYIN HUANG, ISHAYA
YARISON

17:25
CLOSE

Programme

THURSDAY

CHAIR - UCHENNA NGWE

15:00
WELCOME

15:10
SANDIE BOURNE AND MARSHA LOWE

BLACK BRITISH BALLET PROJECT
SHIYIN HUANG

MUSCULOSKELETAL INJURY AND PAIN IN
CHINESE CLASSICAL DANCING
LOPAMUDRA MAITRA BAJPAI

NARRATIVES OF MASKED DANCE
PERFORMANCES OF SOUTH ASIA

16:10
Q&A

16:30
BREAK

16:45
PANEL DISCUSSION - REFLECTIONS ON EXPERIENCES
IN HIGHER EDUCATION
PANEL - SHANTI SUKI OSMAN, JASMINE ONG, ZINAH
MANGERA-LAKEW, ROXANNA ALBAYATI

17:25
CLOSE

Programme

Friday

CHAIR - HANNAH ROBBINS

15:00
WELCOME

15:10
STEPHANIE LAMPREA

VOCALISING IN AND THROUGH NATURE:
RE-MATERIALIZING THE CLASSICAL VOICE, WITH AN
ANALYSIS AND PERFORMANCE OF JASON ECKARDT'S
POPULUS TREMULOIDES: "QUAKING ASPEN"
GABRIEL DHARMOO (AKA BIJURIYA)

BIJURIYA: THE DRAG PRACTICE OF A NEW MUSIC
COMPOSER
ROXANNA ALBAYATI

MĀHOUR FOR CELLO AND LIVE ELECTRONICS

16:10
Q&A

16:30

BREAK

16:45
PANEL DISCUSSION - FINDING JOY THROUGH
PERFORMING ARTS RESEARCH
PANEL -

JAIME DIAZ, MARSHA LOWE, JOSIE CAMPBELL,
HAROUN SHAH

17:25
CLOSE
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JAIME DIAZ
Shame in my Scores: Racism, Ableism, and Trauma in my
Compositional Process
This presentation will analyze three compositions of mine. I will ask that we view these
scores with two things in mind: First, these scores represent the best I could do and, more
importantly, let’s view these scores as portraits for the type and amount of support I
received from the US in music education and economics. I will go over how racism,
ableistic non-communicated expectations, and trauma affect my compositional process
and how I have begun to include them rather than exclude them in my art making. I will
trace how western notation subverts my own experience as a queer Mexican sound artist
and how I’ve sought to expand the score to make it inclusive of my life experiences and
the

challenges

this

makes

for

performers—yet

another

symptom

of

systemic

racism

whereby I am both encouraged and discouraged to compose simultaneously.

ISHAYA YARISON
Art Music, Migrants, and Mental Health in “Sanctuary”
Music is one of the mediums by which the migrant community finds self-expression. It is a
space where the tempo of experience can be slowed down to allow an Archimedean
vantage

of

sorts.

This

enables

what

the

psychologist

Nic

Hooper

calls

diffusion,

“an

immense slowing down of the mind’s natural tempo of perception, precisely to ‘see’ the
essences of things suspended in temporality.” This vantage view enables the disarming of
harmful emotional states engendered by culture shock, alienation, displacement, loss of
identity, the sense of otherness, and so on. Music is especially suited to this activity
because of its ability to stretch and slow down time. The song cycle has historically
allowed diffusion to occur. See, for example, Mahler's Kindertotenlieder, where he laments
the death of his two children, confronts despair and disbelief, and wrestles with the
emotional demand for resignation.

The song cycle "Sanctuary" explores issues of displacement, disorientation, exclusion, and
integration, issues migrants often deal with in their new, foreign environment. It suggests
four spaces wherein the migrant can find help and healing, including the use of art.
African migrants, as a subgroup, are usually not involved with art (in general) and art
music (in particular). Art Music such as “Sanctuary” presented as a community enrichment
activity can be one of the mediums by which the above-mentioned issues are explored.

In praxis, the practical activity of composing the cycle functioned as a medium for dealing
with real, lived life issues of displacement and disjunction. “Sanctuary” is essentially a
musical journal. Music, therefore, can function and does function as a sanctuary where
diffusion and healing occur.
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HANNAH ROBBINS
Reflections on Blackness and Religion in the Musical
This paper presents work on progress about the appropriation and representation of
gospel and, separately of "Blacksound" (Morrison, 2019) in the American musical. Taking
examples from Cole Porter through to Sister Act, I consider when and how Black people
and music envoking Blackness is used to communicate religion and spirituality. I want to
reflect on the extent to which extremely limited stereotypes and tropes continue to be
evoked in most conceptualisations of faith expressed by Black characters in the American
musical to date.
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DR. SANDIE BOURNE & MARSHA LOWE
Black British Ballet Project
Black dancers have been present in British ballet from at least the 1940s onwards. Among
the first were Jamaicans Berto Pasuka and Richard Riley who founded Britain's first black
dance company Les Ballets Nègres in 1946. However, the presence and contribution of these
pioneers has been largely forgotten.

When black British dancers started to train in mainstream ballet institutions in the 1970s, they
were simply not hired because they were black. They, and almost everyone else who trained
during this period, were forced to seek work abroad.

It was not until the mid-80s that black dancers began to find success in established British
ballet companies. However, progress remained slow and the existence of racism in ballet is
still contested in some circles. Usually, based on arguments of aesthetics and tradition,
senior ballet professionals and advocates in Europe and beyond continue to defend allwhite corps, blackface and the deeply offensive depictions of global majority cultures in
pieces such as Petrushka and La Bayadère.

While it would be wrong to deny that significant progress has been made on this issue in
Britain, there is still much we can do to ensure that this progress is sustained. We have set
out to film interviews with every black British ballet dancer from the past century and
produce a website and film that documents their experiences. This will include international
professionals working in British ballet companies, as well as British professionals working
abroad. For the purposes of this project, we are focusing on individuals from the African
diaspora

SHIYIN HUANG
Musculoskeletal injury and pain in Chinese classical dancing
Introduction: Chinese classical dance inherits and develops the traditional dance features
handed down from nearly 5,000 years of Chinese civilization. It combines the movements
and styles of martial arts, acrobatics, and opera, and seeks creative inspiration from Chinese
literary works. From the early days of development to the present of dance science, studies
on

dance

injuries

tend

to

focused

on

Western

dance

disciplines,

especially

ballet

and

modern dance. Although in recent years there have been reports of injuries in jazz, Irish
dance,

flamenco,

belly

dance

and

musical

theatre.

However,

eastern

dances

such

as

Chinese classical dance do not have much to refer to English reports of injuries and pains.

Purpose: Introduce the historical roots, development process and contemporary appearance
of Chinese classical dance, and then its existing injuries and pain reports will be shared.
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Conclusion

：

Chinese classical dance (CCD) is both an "old" dance and a "young" dance.

On the one hand, CCD is a representative and typical dance in ancient Chinese dance
culture. On the other hand, it is also a dance with classical style charm and aesthetic
intention

created

by

modern

people

from

a

new

perspective

and

concept.

CCD

is

a

classical dance training system with distinctive national, dynamic, scientific and epochal
characteristics. It was developed and created by Beijing Dance Academy in the 1950s on the
basis of inheriting opera and martial arts, conforming to the development rule of the times,
and

drawing

on

and

absorbing

all

favourable

artistic

elements.

It

contains

traditional

Chinese philosophical wisdom. The primary purpose of this presentation is to introduce
Chinese classical dance to people with different skin colours from different countries, and to
report the injuries and pain experienced by Chinese classical dance dancers through the
perspective of dance science.

DR. LOPAMUDRA MAITRA BAJPAI
Narratives of masked dance performances of South Asia
Amidst the dance forms of South Asia, the masked dance forms occupy a significant part. It
is interesting to see how closely these are integrated within the socio-cultural and religious
fabric of the region on one hand and their individual uniqueness amidst all of these. The
story of the spread of the narratives and stories, which are reflected through masked dance
forms across South Asia, can be traced back to a little over thousand years- through the
various travels of people across the region due to economic, political and religious reasons.
This prepared the platform for creating a milieu of acculturation. Thus, some of the most
prominent stories from folklore and oral traditions of the region of South Asia can be seen to
echo in different formats across the region in the form of performing arts, especially the
stories of the famous Indian epic- The Ramayana. On the other hand, these masked dance
forms

also

are

the

conduits

of

the

survival

and

continuity

of

many

regional

and

local

narratives. This paper aims to highlight some of these significant narratives, as reflected
through masked dance forms of South Asia. The paper is also part of my most recent
ethnographic fieldwork across South Asia (2017-2018) and my subsequent publication from
Routledge,

UK-

“India,

Sri

Lanka

and

the

SAARC

Heritage” (2021).
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STEPHANIE LAMPREA
Vocalising In and Through Nature: Re-Materializing the Classical
Voice, with an Analysis and Performance of Jason Eckardt's Populus
tremuloides: "Quaking Aspen"
The singing voice, colonized by the societal status of Western opera, has traditionally
been framed through the lens of the classical Bel canto technique. Furthermore, because
the vocal apparatus is contained (and effectively hidden) within the human body, classical
vocal performance has become immortalized as an immaterial or spiritual phenomenon,
only obtained by the gifted. Through score analysis and musical performance, I challenge
this notion and discuss the virtuosic and communicative capabilities of the singing voice
which are underrepresented in the classical Western canon, drawing from combinations of
timbral and extended techniques. I aim to draw from the insights of eco-theorist David
Abram,

who

in

equating

breath

(and

therefore

air)

to

consciousness,

analyses

the

“invisibility that led us to take the air for granted… We stopped feeling for the invisible
qualities that reside in particular places. We quit tasting the breeze, stopped noticing the
steady gift of our breath, and generally forgot the air.” Like the atmosphere, both breath
and resonance create a vast sound world, and vocalizing through this world allows both
for musical continuity and for a mode of experience of the material dimension which has
been erased in the Western canon.
I

will

analyze

and

perform

American

composer

Jason

Eckardt’s

Populus

tremuloides:

“Quaking Aspen,” a wordless soundscape for unaccompanied soprano voice that uses an
array of timbres and extended techniques to represent the living form and motion of the
Catskill Mountains’ quaking aspen. Eckardt’s music pushes the boundaries of traditional
vocal communication by means of what Mladen Dolar calls the “voices beneath and
beyond

the

signifier,”

incorporating

articulation,

timbre

and

resonance,

guttural

techniques, ingressive attacks, breath sounds, microtonality, varying levels of vibrato, and
straight

tone.

The

complexity

and

vulnerability

of

Eckardt’s

vocal

music

facilitates

a

conscious experience of atmosphere like that described by Abram, making concepts
tangible

through

specific

musical

notation,

and

allowing

the

voice

to

effectively

communicate as an instrument. I argue that by recognizing the expressive qualities of the
voice beyond words in this way, one can cultivate the natural voice uninhibited by a single
technique or performance practice.

GABRIEL DHARMOO AKA BIJURIYA
Bijuriya: The Drag Practice of a New Music Composer
Composer and performer Gabriel Dharmoo is increasingly exercising his creativity outside
of the new music scene, favoring non-institutional and queer environments among others.
His drag character Bijuriya draws on South Asian and Indian culture and explores the
relatively narrow intersection of queerness and brownness - themes he argues are not
compatible

with

expected

formats

in

the

Contemporary

Western

Classical

Art

music

paradigm. The artist shares their experience and explains how their artistic motivations
seek new hybrid artistic formats where sound/music and drag performance intertwine.
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ROXANNA ALBAYATI
āhour for Cello and Live electronics

M

The words “composition”, “performance” and “improvisation”, which are so well defined in
the Western art music context, are rather unsuitable for Iranian classical music. The word
“improvisation” in fact was never used until the twentieth century, when the Western
concept was introduced in Iran. Despite scholars determining improvisation as the basis
for Iranian music, it has been argued that it more a concept of “creative performance”
which lies at its heart (Nooshin, 2003). This form of creativity sees no distinction between
a performer and composer, and this is heavily grounded in the music tradition of Iranian

āh.

Dastg

With a foundation of rigorous traditions and history, performers find themselves

in a space and system which encourages spontaneous playing and naturally cultivates
“creative performance.”

āh-e

Dastg
their

own

āhour

āhs

M

is one of 12 dastg

modal

system

āhour,

interpretation of M

and

within the tradition, each of which encompass

melodic

characters.

This

performance

is

Roxanna's

merged with her and Marat’s practice of free improvisation and

live electronics.

PANELLISTS

ZINAH MANGERA-LAKEW
Zinah Mangera-Lakew is South-East London born performance artist based in
Lewisham. She began her formal dance training at London Contemporary
Dance

School

though

she

graduated

from

Trinity

Laban

Conservatoire

of

Music and Dance with a 1st Class Degree in contemporary dance where she
was presented with the award for Outstanding Achievement in Performance.
Zinah's interests lie in inclusive practice – she creates and facilitates work in
community settings and for community arts initiatives. Zinah's practice is often
informed by culturally and politically relevant themes. Her most recent work is
a multi-disciplinary piece exploring issues of systemic racism and inequality in
contemporary dance conservatoires in the UK.
She

is

currently

working

as

part

of

the

research

team

at

Trinity

Laban

Conservatoire looking into inequalities that exist for underrepresented student
groups within the conservatoire.
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SHANTI SUKI OSMAN
https://uol.de/shanti-suki-osman
Shanti

Suki

Osman

is

a

Berlin-based

artist,

educator

and

researcher

working with song, sound and radio, exploring the topics of identities,
privilege and power, anti-racism and feminisms. She is research associate
and

doctoral

candidate

for

Music

Pedagogy

at

Carl

von

Ossietzky

University of Oldenburg in Germany, where she is part of the DIVERSITY
AUDIT Working Group, Diversität und Digitalisierung in Lehr-Lern-Räumen
and the research cluster, Intersektionale Sensibilität. Her current research
investigates the experiences of women* of colour studying popular music
in German Musikhochschulen and this semester she is hosting the online
Guest Lecture SeriesDiversity im Musikstudium. Shanti Suki Osman sits on
the

external

advisory

board

for

the

Erasmus+

project

ArtEd

(formally

DEAPS) and was from 2019 - 2020 co-director of the critical race and
school project, DIE REMISE, which was founded by Carmen Mörsch and
part of the 11th Berlin Biennale.

LAUREN NICOLE WHITTER
Lauren Nicole Whitter is an actress, poet, physical theatre performer and
lecturer based in Derby. Lauren studied drama at Manchester Metropolitan
University. She is a published poet and delivers drama and clown workshops
around the East Midlands to various community groups, such as the Enabled
Centre and Nottingham Refugee Forum. In addition to being a part-time
lecturer at Leicester College on the BA Acting Course, she is an associate
artist of 1623 Theatre Company. Lauren is a freelance practitioner for the
Nottingham

Playhouse

and

Hubbub

Theatre

Company.

And

has

received

training from Trinity Laban Conservatoire of music and dance, Gecko Theatre
Company and Tmesis Theatre Company. She is keen to make the arts as
accessible

and

inclusive

as

possible.

Her

new

theatre

company

-Anansi

Theatre Company, looks at theatre, wellbeing and new stories. As a newly
qualified yoga teacher, Lauren uses movement and yoga in her work and in
her practice.
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HAROUN N. SHAH
https://www.steelpanconference.com/
Born in San Fernando, Trinidad, Prof. Shah has led a dual career in science
and carnival Arts: PhD (University of London, Science (1981). He has had
senior academic appointments at 4 universities for 35 years; 2 sabbaticals
abroad. Wrote/edited 3 science books and published > 200 peer-reviewed
science papers relating to nano-technologies and human diseases. He is
currently,

visiting

chair

at

Middlesex

University,

London,

Department

of

Natural Sciences and in 2019 lecturer on the Masters in Carnival Arts. He
has

played

steelpan

from

youth

in

Trinidad.

Member

of

Nostalgia

Steelband from 1988 and co-director from 1998. He has organised carnival
arts conferences biennially from 2006 -2021. From 2018 has been a board
director, Notting Hill Carnival Limited. From May 2020, with his daughter
Laila, they launched the biannual journal ‘International Journal of Carnival
Arts’. Vol. 4 is scheduled for Dec.2021.

JOSIE CAMPBELL
Josie Campbell is currently a first-year postgraduate student at the Royal
Academy of Music studying cello performance under Felix Schmidt as a 2021
Marshall

Scholar.

She

is

a

recent

summa

cum

laude

graduate

of

the

University of Tennesee-Knoxville where she studied cello performance with a
minor in Africana Studies under Dr. Wesley Baldwin. At UTK, she was the CoFounder and President of the UT Black Musicians Alliance, Vice President of
the Black Student Union, a member of the Women’s Coordinating Council,
and a member of the UT School of Music Diversity Task Force.

JASMINE ONG
Jasmine Ong, 21, is a Bachelor of Music (Hons) student in her fourth year at
the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland. A dedicated musician, she finds joy in
chamber music and cross-disciplinary collaborations - especially with dance!
Committed

to

community

service,

she

has

served

as

String

Department

representative and Cultural Diversity Officer within the Student Union. Most
recently, she produced the ETCH festival, helped establish the Latinx Union
and is the founder and Chairperson of the Asian Union. After graduation,
Jasmine hopes to pursue a PhD in musicology.
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PRESENTERS
ROXANNA ALBAYATI
http://www.roxannaalbayati.com
Roxanna Albayati is a cellist, artist and researcher. She merges experimental music and performance
art,

through

focusing

on

cross-cultural

improvisation,

Iranian

classical

music

and

physicality

of

performance. Although predominantly a cellist, Roxanna also uses her voice and body to materialise
and realise her experimentations, often working with various artists across different disciplines. Her
teaching,

artistic

and

research

practices

cross

paths,

where,

through

constantly

embodying

a/r/tographic principles, Roxanna places herself at the centre of inquiry, in order to strengthen and
inform the basis for creative and educational practices.
She completed her BMus in Music at Goldsmiths, University of London, and her MA in Performance and
Music Education at Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and Dance, achieving a distinction and was
awarded the Directors Prize in Music Education. Roxanna is currently working at Trinity Laban in a
research team, addressing inequalities which exist between different student groups in a conservatoire
setting, as well as facilitating improvisation sessions.

DR. LOPAMUDRA MAITRA BAJPAI
http://lopamudramaitra.blogspot.com
Visual Anthropologist, author and international columnist, her interests include- history, popular culture
and communication and intangible cultural heritage (ICH) of India and South Asia. She is a Guest
Faculty at Symbiosis International Deemed University. She has been a Culture Specialist (Research) at
SAARC Cultural Centre, Colombo, Sri Lanka, Research Grant Fellow (Indian High Commission, Sri
Lanka) and an Assistant Professor- Symbiosis International (Deemed) University, Pune. She has also
worked as a Correspondent at The Indian Express and The Statesman and she continues to be a
regular columnist for international dailies in her areas of research. She also continues to teach at
universities

in

India

and

abroad.

She

has

represented

India

at

various

international

conferences

especially concerning ICH (Intangible Cultural Heritage) UNESCO conferences (2019, 2020). She has
more than 30 research papers in various international books and journals to her credit.
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DR. SANDIE BOURNE
Sandie Bourne, PhD is a dancer, choreographer and researcher, specialising in the historic underrepresentation of Black artists in British ballet. She has presented at Dance of the African Diaspora's
conference at Salford in 2019, Serendipity in Leicester, and State of Emergency in London, among
others. She was a panellist at the Arts Council's 'Decibel' conference in 2011 and is a guest lecturer
at University of Roehampton. She has written for Dance Research's Book Review - Halifu Osumare
'Dancing in Blackness: A Memoir', 2019; Narratives in Black British Dance, 2018; and Identity and
Choreographic Practice, 2018.

GABRIEL DHARMOO (AKA BIJURIYA)
www.gabrieldharmoo.org | www.instagram.com/bijuriya.drag
Gabriel Dharmoo's artistic practice encompasses composition, drag, improvisation, performance and
research. Gabriel's work explores mixed-identity, brownness, queerness, imaginary culture, satire as
well as the interplay between tradition and subversion. Key projects include his album Quelques
fictions, his mockumentary performance Anthropologies imaginaires, the Ensemble Paramirabo opera
À chaque ventre son monstre, his drag persona Bijuriya, as well as various voice + makeup videos. He
is based in Montréal – Tio'Tia:Ke (Canada).

JAIME DIAZ
J Diaz is a sound artist working across theatre, dance, and the concert stage. His music has been heard in the
US, Canada, UK, and Ghana. J's research at the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland involves looking at the types
of restrictions staff-based notation imposes on sound artists.

SHIYIN HUANG
Shiyin Huang is from China. In 2019, she graduated from the University of Edinburgh with a master's
degree in MSc Dance Science and Education. Later, she followed Emma Redding and Liliana Araújo
to pursue a full-time PhD in Dance Science at Trinity Laban. She has been in Chinese dance context
for 21 years. From 2014 to 2015, she was commissioned by Hanban as a dance artist visited many
local Confucius Institutes and local universities in Spain, Britain, France, Taiwan, Kyrgyzstan, and
Pakistan for cultural exchanges and dance performances. In 2018, she served as a dancer for the
CMG Spring Festival Gala - the most-watched annual TV broadcast in mainland China. She is now
committed to the investigation and research on the epidemiology of Chinese classical dance, and
wants to fill the international lack of data on the musculoskeletal injury and pain in Chinese classical
dancing.
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STEPHANIE LAMPREA
Colombian-American soprano Stephanie Lamprea is an architect of new sounds and expressions as
a performer, recitalist, curator, and improviser, specializing in contemporary classical repertoire.
Trained

as

an

operatic

coloratura,

Stephanie

uses

her

voice

as

a

mechanism

of

avant-garde

performance art, creating “maniacal shifts of vocal production and character… like an icepick
through the skull” (Jason Eckardt). She has received awards from the Concert Artist Guild, St.
Botolph Club Foundation, the John Cage Orgel Stiftung in Germany, and the Puffin Foundation.
Stephanie has performed as a soloist for Sound Scotland's 2021 soundfestival, Roulette Intermedium,
Constellation Chicago, National Sawdust, and the Museum of Fine Arts in Boston, and she was a
featured TEDx Speaker for TEDxWaltham: Going Places. She is a candidate for the Doctor of
Performing

Arts

degree

at

the

Royal

Conservatoire

of

Scotland,

supervised

by

composer/zoo-

musicologist Dr. Emily Doolittle and co-supervised by Dr. Laura Gonzalez and Jean Sangster.

MARSHA LOWE
Marsha Lowe, M.A. is a writer and Director of Oxygen Arts, a social enterprise that delivers creative
consultancy

to

organisations

and

digital

arts

training

to

young

people.

Marsha

has

20

years'

experience in research project management in the arts and voluntary sectors and her Masters
research explored the role of minority ethnic artists working in mainstream theatres. She wrote a
column for Sable LitMag on issues facing artists from the global majority and has interviewed Marlon
James, Eddie Chambers and Nawal El Saadawi.

HANNAH ROBBINS (CHAIR/SELECTION COMMITTEE)
Hannah Marie Robbins is an assistant professor in Popular Music and the Director of Black Studies
at the University of Nottingham, UK. Her research focuses on the life and career of Cole Porter and
the representation of Black and queer creatives in musical theatre history. She has published
research on censorship and exoticism on screen, queer fandom, and racial representation in stage
and screen musicals. She is currently preparing their first monograph on the 1948 hit musical Kiss
Me, Kate (under contract with Oxford University Press) and has forthcoming publications on the film
appearances of Lena Horne and on intersectionality in musical theatre scholarship.
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ISHAYA YARISON
I. J. Yarison works as a church musician in Saint Paul, Minnesota. He has taught at the University of
Northwestern,

Minnesota

and

at

the

University

of

Minnesota.

He

has

collaborated

with

the

Minneapolis Institute of Art as part of their Composers in Residence Program and with the Minnesota
Chorale, was a composer in residence for two years at Oneida Baptist Institute. His sacred opera, I
AM

Meditation,

was

featured

by

the

National

Opera

Association

in

2014.

He

composes

what

Hindemith would call Gebrauchsmusik—choral music for liturgical use. Yarison's other interests are
philosophy, theology, and poetry. He is currently at work on a long narrative poetic work called The
Valley in the tradition of Langland's Piers the Plowman and Dante's La Divina Commedia. He holds a
master's in sacred music, an MA in music, and a Ph. D in music composition.
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member of the RCS Black Student Union.
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COMING SOON...

"When we speak we are afraid our words will not be
heard or welcomed. But when we are silent, we are still
afraid. So it is better to speak"
So, listen carefully. Listen, and you will hear it."

AUDRE LORDE
Your silence will not protect you (2017) p. 201.
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